Abstract. In this paper we present a comparative study of the equalization enhanced phase noise (EEPN) for preand post-compensation of chromatic dispersion in high capacity and high constellation systems. This is -to our knowledge -the first detailed study in this area for precompensation systems. Our main results show that the local oscillator phase noise determines the EEPN influence in post-compensation implementations whereas the transmitter laser determines the EEPN in pre-compensation implementations. As a result of significance for the implementation of practical longer-range systems it is to be emphasized that the use of chromatic dispersion equalization in the optical domain -e.g. by the use of dispersion compensation fibers -eliminates the EEPN entirely. Thus, this seems an efficient solution for such systems operating at high constellations in the future.
Introduction
Fiber impairments, such as chromatic dispersion (CD) and phase noise, severely impact the performance of high speed optical fiber transmission systems [1, 2] . Digital coherent receivers allow complete equalization of chromatic dispersion (a linear transmission impairment) in the electrical domain by using discrete signal processing (DSP) techniques, and have become a promising alternative approach to the use of dispersion compensation fibers (DCFs) [3] . For systems using post-compensation of dispersion (in the receiver (Rx)) there is a complicated interplay between the discrete chromatic dispersion compensation and the laser phase noise. When it comes to the system impact of phase noise [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , it is important to understand that moving to higher constellations (which is a way of increasing the system capacity using the same symbol rate) tends to increase the phase noise impact. This means that higher constellation systems (i.e. realized as n-level PSK or QAM implementations with n D 4; 8; 16; 64; : : : ) put more stringent requirements to the spectral purity of the system transmitter (Tx) and local oscillator (LO) lasers. This can be further enhanced by the total EEPN effect for systems using discrete signal processing for chromatic dispersion compensation. Due to the existence of EEPN, the requirement of laser linewidth cannot be generally relaxed for the transmission system with higher symbol rate. This interplay leads to a combination of correlated equalization enhanced phase noise (EEPN), amplitude noise and time jitter [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The detailed effect depends on which type of discrete chromatic dispersion compensation is implemented in the Rx. It is possible to mitigate the phase noise influence partly using a "radio frequency" (RF) pilot carrier [14] [15] [16] [17] but the RF pilot carrier technique is not applicable for mitigating the EEPN caused phase noise [17] .
Systems using pre-compensation of the dispersion (in the transmitter (Tx)) has been considered less frequently than post-compensation implementations, but initial demonstrations have been published [18, 19] . The detailed influence of phase noise for pre-compensated implementations hasto our knowledge -not been investigated so far. In this paper, we compare the performance of QPSK systems using post-and pre-compensation of the fiber dispersion as far as the influence of laser phase noise is concerned.
The principle of pre-and post-compensation of the dispersion is presented in Section 2 of this paper. Section 3 reports simulation results which benchmark the phase noise influence. Section 4 gives conclusive remarks.
System Modeling and Theory
Here we display layouts for polarization multiplexed nPSK/nQAM coherent systems using post-( Figure 1 ) and pre- (Figures 2 and 3 ) compensation of chromatic dispersion (CD).
Post-compensation Systems
It is adequate to discuss the total phase noise influence in the system -especially the equalization enhanced phase noise (EEPN) turns out to be important to account for in the design of high capacity, high constellation long range coherent optical systems. A system block diagram for a dualpolarization coherent system employing post-compensation of the chromatic fiber dispersion is presented in Figure 1 . The design is valid for general type multilevel PSK or QAM modulation. When it comes to simulation examples in Section 3 we will focus on QPSK modulated systems.
The EEPN originates from dispersion interacting with laser phase noise. For the transmitter (Tx) laser in Figure 1 , the net-dispersion originating from the transmission fiber and from the CD equalization in the Rx is zero and accordingly no EEPN results. The Local Oscillator (LO) laser is not influenced by the transmission fiber dispersion and the net-dispersion originates from the CD equalization. This results in EEPN from the LO laser alone [7] . The EEPN scales linearly with the accumulated chromatic dispersion and the linewidth of the LO laser. The variance of the additional noise due to the EEPN can be expressed as follows, see e.g. [7] : where is the central wavelength of the transmitted optical carrier wave, c is the light speed in vacuum, D is the chromatic dispersion coefficient of the transmission fiber, L is the transmission fiber length, f LO is the 3-dB linewidth of the LO laser, f EE is the 3-dB linewidth associated with EEPN and T S is the symbol period of the transmission system. This enables a definition of the effective intermediate frequency (IF) linewidth [13] -which defines the final phase noise influence in the receiver:
where f Tx is the 3-dB transmitter laser linewidth,
2
Tx D 2 f Tx T S is the transmitter laser phase noise variance and 2 LO D 2 f LO T S is the LO laser phase noise variance. (2) implies that correlation between the LO and EEPN phase noise contributions can be neglected which is a valid approximation for a normal transmission fiber for very short (few km) or longer distances above the order of 80 km [21] . For the effective system linewidth given in (2) a BitError-Rate (BER) floor appears when the BER is plotted versus Optical Signal-to-Noise Ratio (OSNR). The BER floor level is given by [13] BER floor 1 2 erfc
where 2 Eff Á 2 f Eff T S and erfc denotes the complementary error function.
Pre-compensation Systems
A system diagram for a dual-polarization coherent system employing pre-compensation of the chromatic fiber dispersion is presented in Figure 2 , and the detailed Tx implementation of the CD equalization is shown in Figure 3 .
It is of significance to comment Figure 3 in some detail. The figure shows how the PSK/QAM modulation is generated in the electrical (time) domain. The general time specification of the analogue modulated signal (over one symbol period of duration T S ) is denoted A.t / exp.j'.t // where A.t / denotes the amplitude part of the modulation and '.t/ denotes the phase part. In the case of PSK modulation we have A.t / D 1. The CD equalization (with a filter which has the inverse transfer function of the fiber dispersion [3, 18, 19] ) followed by digital to analogue (DAC) conversion generates the signal A 0 .t / exp.j' 0 .t // which is used to drive the amplitude modulator (AM) and phase modulator (PM). This moves the PSK/QAM modulated signal onto the optical carrier wave. Compared to the postcompensation case (Figure 1 ) it is observed that the CD equalization in the transmitter is performed in the electrical domain prior to the optical signal generation. This means that the dispersion of the CD equalizing filter does not interact with the Tx laser phase noise. Because of this the net-dispersion for the EEPN generating parts of the system is caused by the fiber for the Tx laser, whereas there is no dispersive system parts which interact with the LO laser. This means that the resulting EEPN originates from the Tx laser, and is given by (1) when f LO is replaced by f Tx .
Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section we report simulation results for 56 Gbit=s single polarization QPSK coherent systems i.e. the symbol rate is 28 GS=s which are modeled using one polarization branch of the systems indicated in Figures 1-3 . We consider systems where the CD equalization is performed by finite impulse response (FIR) filtering with a number of active taps which are adjusted according to the amount of chromatic dispersion (the transmitted fiber length) [3] . The transmission fiber is a normal single-mode fiber with dispersion coefficient of D D 16 ps=nm=km. We have 2 signal samples per symbol period. A single tap normalized least mean square (NLMS) filter is used in the Rx for carrier phase estimation and noise filtering [20] . The Tx and LO laser phase noise is modeled assuming a white frequency noise power spectral density i.e. the phase noise measured over one symbol period has Gaussian probability density function [21] . The simulation is performed within the VirtualPhotonics system simulation software environment [22] . Figure 4 shows the Bit-Error-Rate (BER) versus Optical Signal-to-Noise Ratio (OSNR) for 2000 km transmission distance for the post-compensation system. This is a situation where the EEPN is dominating. Figure 5 shows the BER results versus OSNR for the precompensation system implementation with the same 3 cases as for the post-compensation system considered in Figure 4 . When comparing Figures 4 and 5 it is obvious that they are very similar except for the fact that in the pre-distortion implementation the EEPN results from the Tx laser linewidth. We also observe a slightly poorer agreement between the BER-floor predicted by (3) and the simulation results for the pre-compensation case. This is tentatively attributed to the fact that in the pre-and post-compensation cases the NLMS carrier phase extraction is based upon optimum step size values that are different and this may give slightly different error-rate-floor positions [13] . (3) is a leading order approximation and it assumes ideal carrier phase extraction [13] . ((3) is exact for differential detection [13] .)
It is obvious that the electrical CD equalization is the origin of the EEPN influence for both pre-and postcompensation implementations. This is a major difficulty in the practical realization of longer-range optical coherent high capacity high constellation systems. It is worth to note, that this difficulty can be avoided by using pure optical CD equalization i.e. using dispersion compensating fibers (CDFs). The use of CDFs will completely eliminate the EEPN generation and seems to be an obvious practical choice in advanced optical coherent longer-range systems.
Conclusions
We present a comparative study of the influence of equalization enhanced phase noise (EEPN) for pre-and post- compensation of chromatic dispersion in high capacity and high constellation systems. This is -to our knowledge -the first detailed study in this area for pre-compensation systems. Our main results show that the local oscillator phase noise determines the EEPN influence in post-compensation implementations, whereas the transmitter laser determines the EEPN in pre-compensation designs. As a result of significance for the practical longer-range systems, it is to be emphasized that the use of chromatic dispersion equalization in the optical domain -e.g. by the use of dispersion compensation fibers -eliminates the EEPN entirely. Thus, this seems a future good option for such systems operating at high constellations.
